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INTRODUCTION DEDICATION

This booklet was written to create a desire to study, in order to increase knowledge of the subjects I have laid out in 
simple form. You do not need to be given every chapter and verse. Pick the key words such as “occupy”, etc. – and look 
them up in your Concordance. If it is a Biblical word, it will refer you to the proper place in the Bible and for a 
definition, if not in the Concordance itself, then in a Lexicon. If it is not a biblical word – look in your Dictionary (the 
older the better), for your explanation. The only way any of us will find the true word of YAH, is to study for ourselves 
… study the Old Testament, and Christ's word. Beware of other teachings, for an attempt has and is being made to 
substitute other teachings in the place of the Holy Word. Enough said. Beware. Cross reference as much as possible – 
then bring that good old “common sense” to bear on what you find.
Once more, I give thanks to YAHWEH for His guidance, and His blessings in a real help-meet... my wife Ann.

Kenneth E. Stoddard 
(February 1989)



ETHNIC TRUTH
Under Yah's Laws

(Freedom – Survival)

In the beginning there was one spirit of God, the creator of Heaven and Earth, and all that was in it. He told our 
people “I AM your God” … you are MY people … you shall take no other god before Me and in turn I shall raise no 
other people above you – unless you put ME down and allow others to rise above yourselves (doing so at your own 
peril), for I will not help you under those conditions .. but you may, and in so doing if you repent and pray to me, I will 
hear you from heaven and heal your land. How much more plainly do we have to be told before we understand our 
obligations in order to do right and have a peaceful, happy life, and live in harmony with all creations.

No, He doesn't have to look like a man, talk like a man, live like a man, think like a man. That is only man's 
theology. That is man patting himself on the back and saying “How wonderful – God has to look like me before I really 
recognize Him.” Wrong again buddy, God is the “Creator” - he can look like anything He wishes, or not be visible at all 
to our mortal sight, and we still have to recognize Him and bow to His command, His natural law. God is spiritual. Man 
is mortal, blessed with a spirit given by God on condition that man obeys all the laws of Yah … His “word”. In His 
“word”, it is said that when man becomes pure in his spirit he is then worthy of the kingdom of Yah and his spirit will 
become part of the Godly spirit. As long as we contaminate our spirit with evilness, we will be rejected and cast down 
(meaning never to rise above the grave without repentance) BY our own acts, not by some “devil” or “Satan” or any 
such superstition, but as punishment from Yah for our disobedience. In the spiritual as well as in the earthly family, 
obedience must be maintained regardless of the cost to the evildoer. Disregard of this natural law of God is what has 
brought on all the escalating crime which is putting ourselves and our world (culture) in the grave right now. We had 
better repent and demand a system of absolute justice be enforced at once.

When we say all our problems are the devil's work, that is just our “cop-out”, and we are saying that we admit 
the jurisdiction of something we call the devil or Satan over our God Yahweh, and at that moment we are sinning, 
because we are doing exactly what YAH told us never to do … He said NEVER raise another god to a position of 
competition to me. If you reject me, I shall reject you. I am the creator of all good (reward) and of all evil 
(punishment). In other words, I am your spiritual Father... respect thy Father. If I decide it is time you went to the 
woodshed for a paddling, repent and go, for if you don't – your punishment will be increased each time you resist, until 
the time when I will reject you to the grave – forever.

Your author referred to this 1st Commandment problem of our race in a previous writing (common sense 
approach) on page 2 in regards to introducing other gods to lay your own evilness on … that we do not want to accept 
the fact that Yah has the supreme and only power to punish us for doing wrong. Almost every child acts the same way 
when their earthly father is ready to punish them for wrong-doing. They make every kind of excuse and blame every 



thing and everyone else but themselves. This is why it is so important that the child understand and acknowledge 
his/her own guilt before punishment so he/she will clearly see why it is being punished, and not be left with the thought 
that it was only because daddy was mad … then make sure we carry thru with a just punishment. If we do not punish, 
we may destroy this child's later life because it will decide it can get away with just saying “I wont do it again.”

There are some who question our using the term Adamic Aryan White people of Israel. All I can say to them is 
study your history and antiquities. Then read your Bible. With the exception of Judas (a jew), the others of Christ's 
disciples were White, and Yah's people were the sheep of His flock. Symbolically, pure is white, white is pure, and 
Christ is always pure. 1+1= White, suggesting we all spend more time on thought and research and less time on man's 
Dogma and Theology.

The real Semites were White Aryan Adamic people. One branch at the time of Heber changed their name from 
Semite to Hebrew and settled in the area of Judea, becoming the Hebrews of Judea, or Judeans, further changed to the 
short form of Ju, called thus by some because of the area they lived in (Judea). These are the real “Ju” of Christ's time. 
Yahshua the Christ was himself formed as a White Semite – but not a Judean … He was from the adjoining land of 
Galilee and so was called a Galilean. When the 42,000 of the formerly enslaved Judeans returned to Jerusalem from 
Babylon (containing many who had mixed their race with the mongrel people of Babylon, and at the same time 
incorporating these other people's beliefs into their religious theology), they continued this practice of race mixing with 
other races who had moved into Jerusalem during the Judeans seventy-year absence. They adopted still more alien 
theology from these people, put it all together and set up the claim that this was the true teachings of Yah the almighty 
GOD, the true faith, and that they were the chosen people. This then was the identity switch that stole the true identity 
of our Israelite people, very similar to their methods of stealing our Christian family names ever since. At this time the 
larger portion of the true Israelites (the divided Israel and Judea) which did not return but were mostly dispersed from 
captivity into Europe, leaving very few to dispute the stealing of their heritage by the mongrels who now called 
themselves “Jews” … these are the ones to whom Jesus said “you who call yourselves Jews but are not.” Our stupid 
preachers claim to know Christ, but they still do not honor his knowledge and our blind people walk in the footsteps of 
their blind preachers. Who condemns our Aryan Adamic Israelite people (the real Semites) as being anti-Semitic when 
the real truth is the false jew mongrel is the anti-Semite? It is the Jew who condemns us all, thru the jew controlled 
media.

Christianity did not come from this polyglot theological mixture henceforth called Judaism, which was created 
in Jerusalem for the sole purpose of conning the whole world for profit, and the ultimate destruction of the Christian 
faith. Our faith is a continuation of the word of Yah our God from the time of Adam. Many people having been 
brainwashed, want to bury our God Yahweh at the birth of Christ (Yahshua). This cannot be done and Jesus never 
preached that this was to be. He said he was fulfilling the law of blood sacrifice and there must be no more, but all 
other laws of Yahweh remained in effect. He taught he had come to enlighten those who were breaking the law, not to 
destroy the law, not to destroy or change even one jot or tittle (punctuation marks).

He said the Father and I are one – therefore B.C. And A.D. Are in one time frame, for they are both ruled by the 
same – one supreme power. Jesus said the Father and I are one, not the Father and I were one. The Father is not dead. 
He has only been buried in the minds of bigoted men thru false idolistic theology, which is binding our people. Open 
your eyes and you will see the glory of Yah shining brighter than ever before. Do not fall for this corrupt evilness 
(change and destroy) any longer. Separate yourselves from this delusive theology. As long as we continue to 
acknowledge power of another being superior to Yah, we will be held in bondage by our true God … we will never be 
free until we understand and live by His truth. If we make the choice to raise a second god above Him, He will reject us 
and allow us to be destroyed by our own idolistic (devil) beliefs.

If we repent and follow God's law (the ten commandments of natural living) to the letter --- which includes 
avoiding anything evil in our lives, not compromising with it, but destroying all evil (this means also getting rid of our 
envisioned devils) … He will hear us from heaven and heal our land. The key is that we must reject all evil within and 
around us, before He will accept our appeal for help. However, this is no reason for us to do verbal battle. All have the 
right to choose their own course, but only Yah had the ultimate power to make final judgment. So be it. There is no 
doubt we shall receive punishment for any evil doing, (our breaking of the eternal laws of Yah our creator). We were 
created under God's law … we must live under His law, or be cast down and out of the kingdom. God's covenants apply 



only to Yah's people and when we step outside His law, we are disowned and are no longer under His covenant.

At this point, many will realize the similarity of our foundation family law to that of Yah's .. they are supposed 
to be the same. So too were all Community, County, State and Federal governments – first by Yah our God's command, 
second by our founding fathers knowing this command which governs our people – those who are the church … for 
remember, we are the church, not that building you see. That building is not the house of God as you have been 
brainwashed to think, we His people are are His house, (He lives in us, otherwise the “church” does not live). The 
building only shelters us from the elements, while Yah within us shelters us from sin. Some of our forefathers, writers 
of our constitutions knew these eternal laws of God and attempted to retain them to be our law, but the primary mistake 
they made, was in provision to (compromise) amend, and this was the worst mistake they could have made, for Yah 
said you can never, never compromise my law not even a jot or a tittle for if you reject me, I shall reject you, obey my 
law or be thrown down and out of the kingdom. As we have added amendments to our constitutions, we have drawn 
further and further away from Yah's law and He is moving us further and further from His sight. We are on the same 
slippery slope as those corrupt nations before us who slid down to oblivion. Only the traitors of our God and His race 
today, claim seperation of church and state and the setting aside of Godly law. You should be able to see this bold faced 
lie, for to maintain true liberty and justice under Yah, we cannot separate the people (church) from controlling the 
government (state) without creating a governmental dictatorship outside of God's law. That is what we have in all our 
government today, local-state-federal- and worst of all international. Under family law, the disobedient child was 
disinherited and thrown out of the family, yet retained the right of repentance, but no longer retained the same rights as 
those who were obedient. So it is in government. How long will we put up with gross disobedience in our government 
before we put the boot to, and replace them with one absolutely bound down under Yah's laws of truth and justice for 
we the people, directed by we the people, Yah's church? How long??????????????????????????????????

The only reason the different races on the Earth have the problems they have, is the neglect by our White Race 
to obey the law of Yahweh. Consider what the Bible says about laziness. If you do not work, you shall not eat. You 
shall not enslave others to work for you. Even in a working agreement between two people, one cannot be bonded for 
more than seven years at a time. Think of the times the White man has broken this fundamental law of Yah in order to 
make a profit, and to avoid manual labor himself. The jew shipowners brought the blacks to America as slaves. This 
was one colored mongrel sub-race enslaving another colored race for a profit, but the White man of America and other 
countries bought these slaves and allowed the jew to sell at a profit, otherwise the jew would never have brought them 
to our shores. Our White people bought them in order to be able to sit back and not do menial work, getting rich on 
another man's labor. Many of them out of pure lust (or thinking to improve the strain of slave descendants, as well as 
increase their labor force for their own profit – not knowing or not caring that the ultimate ending of cross breeding 
(hybridizing) is death to the original species) themselves bred these creatures of another race, much as is going on in 
the world today thru interracial mating, producing mongrel offspring … knowing full well that in all of this they were, 
and are breaking the eternal law of nature set up by our All-mighty Father, and breaking the very faith many of these 
people professed to have.

The roadbeds of many of our railroads are sprinkled with the dust from the bones of those Chinese Coolies 
(even though many paid to have their bodies shipped back to China for burial). Though history does not classify these 
as slaves, they were in fact – for the same purpose – to work to death, so a few unGodly Whites could avoid the 
dangers of construction and of menial labor. Today we are engulfed by colored aliens from around the world because 
again, gluttonous white man (the traitors of our race) in conjunction with the jew, is bringing (allowing) this cheap 
colored labor to enter in, so that the privileged rich can become richer thru the labor of economically enslaved people. 
The jew (both colored and white) has now gained complete control of this situation thru control of media propaganda 
and is inducing our White people to race mix with these colored in order to produce a hybrid people of more temporary 
ability than the colored, and less resisting ability than the White – to stand against their tyrannical slavery system. Our 
own working class whites are co-operating in this because they refuse to do menial work and refuse to raise enough 
children to carry on this labor as their forefathers did. With this policy our race will soon be wiped out through the 
proliferation of the colored races in our midst, brought here by our own allowance, absolutely against all the 
commandments of Yahweh and all His principles set forth in nature's laws of self preservation. Read what the author 
Lothrop Stoddard predicted in his books “The Rising Tide of Color”, available from Americana Books, Box 10453, 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70181, (or from a large Library).



If our people have any hope of saving our God given race, and don't say God will take care of that, we don't 
have to do anything … I have news for you – he said you occupy until I come .. do not let the stranger rise above you – 
in other words, we were given a job to do and it is our responsibility to do that job. WE must come to the realization 
that it is our duty to move these aliens back to where they came from – to the parts of the world that are theirs, and 
Occupy and hold that which HE told us to hold. It is time our Aryan Adamic White Race started using our mirrors for 
something else besides to see how nice our hair looks or if our tie is straight. It's time we looked in there to see who is 
selling our people out, who is betraying our children, who is failing Yahweh our God. That reflection does not 
compromise, it points right at us.

The ancient strong “faith” of the people of Yah has been discredited by the infiltration of jewish ideas designed 
for the sole purpose of exploiting a weakness in us (lust and laziness) which they perceived, and wishing to destroy us 
they are employing that weakness to its fullest extent. We are going to have to re-establish the full power of Yah's word 
and law in our mind.. harden our hearts against all the evils which deny Him and His people their rightful place and 
position on this earth. This means that many who are reading this must change much of their jew influenced thinking 
and take up the sword both literally or literately, or die empty handed by the jewish sword. Remember the old saying 
“faint (weak) heart never won fair lady.” Of course, many today don't know what a “lady” was or is, so this makes it 
hard for them to understand … anyway, it was a faithful woman of good morality. So, a faint heart (a weak person) will 
never restore our race to its proper place in Yahweh's system of worldly rule, until we put our hearts into the effort to 
restore justice and truth.

Our White people made their first great mistake when they forced their way into Asia (the yellow man's world) 
– into Equatorial Africa (the black man's world), in search of plunder (gain) which we did not need and had no God 
given right to. We drew them into our territory … the answer then is put them back where they came from and leave 
them un-fettered to their own practices. Re-occupy what Yah gave us and protect His Kingdom as He ordered us to do. 
Raise our own children instead of those of the colored and mongrels. Live every commandment as it was originally 
given and “occupy” under His law. 

Before we can claim to be a “Christian” or one of His people, we should know what Yah's laws are, so why 
don't we try to learn the true meaning of His word? Is it because we were educated in the present day alien, so-called 
public school (the propaganda schools of alien culture) and can neither read nor understand Christian writing when we 
do see it? Is it because we have lost all comprehension of Christian principles and in so doing, all precepts of 
civilization? If so, God help us, for that leaves us no where to turn.

But...this cannot be, for He said there will be a remnant. Where can it be? Is it possible to separate a remnant 
from the multitude of self-interest the world is faced with today, or is it really the end times, truly an end such as other 
species have come to before us, when they became useless to His plan? A covenant is a covenant - “If you reject me – 
so shall I reject you.” - Would you keep a useless in-subordinate work force to operate your business? Here we have 
Yah's people Hell-bent to mongrelize themselves thru race-mixing marriages, or live-together breeding – a broken 
commandment, punishable by death … adoption of other races into our family – a broken commandment, punishable 
under Yah's law … murder-sacrifice of our unborn by our perverted people – another commandment broken. Yahshua 
the CHRIST said, no more blood sacrifice! Commandments, commandments, all broken, all laughed at. Remember the 
old saying “He who laughs last, laughs longest”, and remember who has the power to cut our life's thread? He can cut 
the thread, laugh, and put another creation in our place … or maybe, just maybe, there are still a few who will come all 
the way out, repent and PRAY to the Almighty YAHWEH to retrieve our race. Maybe some will answer the call before 
it is too late.

These simple laws are not hard to understand … the problem is deliberate, willful disobedience. Consider race 
mixing (mongrelization). If you wanted to raise prize Morgan horses, would you breed your pure bred stock to mongrel 
stock? Or would you breed your prize coonhounds to dogs you knew to be inferior? Now where are your brains when 
you allow God's race of pure blood people to cross-breed and closely mix with the lower races and mongrels? Whether 
you believe in God, or the Bible, or not … this is common sense – biological law … nature's absolute law of survival, 
originating in the law of God. Whether you like it or not, makes no difference … when we breed superior to inferior, 
we get inferior until our race ultimately drops to the level of the beasts of the field (colored) or to the level of the dogs 
(mongrels) of the Bible. Of course you wouldn't cross your horse or your dog or whatever, that way .. then why do you 



think it is O.K. To mess your race up and destroy it? If you didn't know this by the time you got out of school, what did 
you learn? I knew this by fourth grade. However, it is not too late to learn some common sense instead of jew humanist 
perverted lies. It's time we all knew the difference between a White Adamic Aryan and pre-Adamic Black or Yellow 
etc. There is a greater difference than between a Morgan horse and Clydesdale horse, and even though you can cross 
them, you have broken Yah's law of kind after kind, and will pay for this deed with mongrel offspring. Just because a 
perverted preacher doesn't know the difference between Adamic man and a black, yellow, mongrel, kangaroo or 
monkey, does not give us the right to be so stupid. It is right in Genesis … there were none of God's first creation fit for 
Adam's help-meet, so in order to keep the law of kind begat kind, Eve had to be a part of Adam, as again in Yahshua, in 
order for him to be one with Yahweh, He had to be implanted as a complete entity in Mary. It could not be done by the 
normal method of earthly breeding which would have made Christ a mongrel.. part Godly and part human. He had to 
be born as all Godly, only having a human form (formed by God0 and incubated in Mary, and born to Mary in a human 
birthing manner.

We just cannot continue as a race if we will not pay attention to the fundamental laws of existence and make 
sure they are strictly kept and enforced, with all those who break them being punished to the fullest extent of God's law. 
We the Adamic were named the keepers of His law, by Him, it is our number one responsibility... not the pampering 
and saving of the traitors of God's race. If we neglect or deny our duty in this responsibility, His ultimate judgment will 
take place and destroy all who partook of this evilness, both the primary evildoers and we the collaborators who did not 
stop the evilness from continuing. Just because another creature has two legs, a body and a head does not indicate it is 
one of our kind. Many of our so-called compassionate workers in Christ's name, and for what they call the cause of 
Christianity, really have no true understanding of the laws of our God Yahweh, and apparently cannot or will not 
attempt to truly study and understand the Bible. 

Some say “I have black, yellow, brown or red friends.” We have no argument with the principle of this. We are 
not advocating destroying these people indiscriminately, all we demand is that they return to their own God given 
territory and our race re-occupy the territory that is ours under our compact with Yah. Many of these people are more 
honest than any of ours, but they are not of our race or our culture and mixing of the two will destroy both. Our 
responsibility is to cleanse our own race of those who are dishonest (breakers of God's law).

The race to whom Yah said “You shall be my people”, and who (when Yahshua the Christ sent out His disciples, 
saying – bring my people out)... was the Adamic Aryan White Race. Yahshua was born in the flesh into an Israelite 
household – his earthly family of the seed-line of Adam (the ADAMIC Aryan White Race). However, this did not end 
the other branches of Adam's seed-line who migrated to form the so-called Christian nations of the world. These were 
the people spoken of in the Bible, and to whom the Bible was written .. the lost sheep... the Adamic White Race.

This is why I will not argue theology with someone who does not understand the connection between Theology, 
Territorialism, Biology and History. Theology and History both hinge on biographical Territorialism. If we don't know 
how this works, it is a waste of effort to try and explain the end principle to another. God created the Black, the Yellow, 
etc., but He did not create them to be White... only the White race was created White, the Black Race black, the Yellow 
Race yellow. This is biological Territorialism. Yah laid down these territorial principles in His Word, His Law... the 
Biblical teachings both inside and outside the present Bibles. No... it is not all in any Bible, for the individual man has 
controlled what was allowed in each Bible. Don't say God wouldn't allow that. I'm tired of hearing that foolish answer 
when it is proved wrong by so many different Bibles in so many denominations.. all preaching the “one and only” true 
gospel.. or are they? How many ways can it be the only one?

We the children of Adam, do not have immortality, we were given the responsibility to choose our way of living 
(good or evil), but we were given a set of laws which we must live by if we wished to gain immortality and live as the 
sons of God and join our spirit with that of Yah. If we choose the un-godly way of living, we lose the spirit of 
immortality, therefore we truly die, and are cast down into the grave forever.

As the sons and daughters of Yah, we have many responsibilities, for we are the Father's servants... His hands in 
His earthly Kingdom, and how we perform our duties in this Kingdom, will regulate what Yah does with us.. afterward.

We are given the responsibility of teaching Yah's Word, His LAW to the world, and by our own example, (not 
by insistence), we must show them Godly living and Godly government, and help them to better themselves – but-- 



never allow them to rise above us, nor accept their ungodly ways.  We must never interbreed with them and never 
accept their culture. We must never try to force them to believe .. we are to teach them the word if they desire, or if not 
– leave them alone in their own practices as long as they do not infringe on our God given territorial rights. We must 
not do as the Catholics and other denominations did in the past, killing millions under the guise of missionary service, 
regardless of the death a change of culture would cause. (e.g. forcing them to wear improper clothing (Mother 
Hubbards) in tropical climate. How hypocritical to think that was teaching the “word”.) When the God of Israel gave a 
land to each tribe, He said clear that land of all others .. drive them out or destroy them completely. Two opposing 
cultures cannot grow in one territory without destroying both. He also said, as you go past other lands which I have not 
given you, do not bother these people, they are on their territory which I have given them. So you see the fundamental 
law of Territorialism, set up by Yahweh – which is to rule the world forever. Just as long as man revolts and tries to 
break down this principle set up by God, man will be destroyed. Look at the history of every empire that has ever 
existed, violation of Territorial rights has ultimately destroyed every one of them. Don't you think it is time we learned 
these Yahweh given laws and proceeded to live as He tells us before our bones are added to that ever growing heap of 
the ignorant preceding us? Yah is the creator of all things, therefore, He rules all things. But every living creature has 
been given this law to live by and their territorial space to live in.

Another thing everyone should get clearly in their minds is that the fundamental “territorial law” of Yah is the 
true root if “Nationalism”, and when you condemn God's law, His command to “Occupy that territory I have given you. 
This is your territory, your nation … defend it and hold it against all others till I come.” In my book, that is 
Nationalism. Not in the name of some human dictator, but in the name of Yah. This is a command to have pride in Yah 
– and his people as a race, a national pride – what else?

Sometimes we wonder if those who declare themselves to be Christians, know what the two words “Christian” 
and “Occupy” mean. Let's take Christian first. It is a person who believes in both Yahweh the creator – Father, and 
Yahshua the Christ – the redeemer and the “law' of Yah. “Occupy” means to stand your ground, hold your territory and 
defend it at all costs – or it means to take territory from another and hold it as your own. This would require fighting if 
attack or invasion occurred, (provided a peaceful settlement could not be made.) There are times such as in Eccl. 9:16 
where wisdom is better than might – yet there also comes a time when in his saying “occupy until I come”, I feel sure 
He knew what this command required. It would mean to me that it is time to buckle on that which He told me about, 
and be prepared to defend what He had entrusted to me. I could not do this by turning the other cheek and letting the 
enemy beat me to death .. that passage was only intended for a disagreement within the ranks of God's own people .. 
not as our confused preachers would have us believe – as applying to our enemies. So I will ask you this question 
(thinking you are a Christian), “What are you going to do when Yah orders you to occupy and a little later you are face 
to face with an internal or external enemy who intends to take over your territory, interbreed your people, deny your 
God Yahweh, destroy your culture and your race? What are you going to do –turn the other cheek, and if so what are 
you going to answer when He comes? Remember the parable of the nobleman and his servants (Luke 19:12)? What 
will your answer be? You will be asked. It is better not to crawl as a serpent, but to fly into battle as the Eagle of our 
race. I hope that you will soon realize that the enemy we are speaking of (the alien) has his foot in our door right now, 
and hundreds of millions of colored aliens are right behind him pushing, while the jew is inside pulling.

“What is a jew”, you say?... “How do you recognize the jew of today?” We cannot recognize them as true race 
or religion, they have mongrelized both things (as they are trying to do to us). But we can recognize them by their 
parasitic-termite culture, demonstrated to the ultimate in the leach of the Near-East—Israeli, however this being only a 
culture, we find many traitors of our own race (plus many other of the colored races) allied with them. They are all of 
the same parasitic culture, so we classify them all jews. We tell a leopard by its spots, so why not the jew by its culture? 
In my youth, we classed the Yankee horse trader on the same level as the jew. Our country and all the colonial empires 
became rich thru exploiting the resources of weaker countries thru the system of parasitic culture, the saying then was 
… damn jew – damn yankee – damn limy – damn spik, etc. all designating a recognized parasitic culture which has 
come down to us from the earliest times. However, it must be noted that the people who claimed to be “Ju's” but are 
not, carried this contemptible culture to all the countries of the world and taught its principles to those who would ally 
with them in a secondary position in order to skim the top of the cream for the jew. This culture will cause the world to 
be sick until it (the culture) is completely destroyed and we all return to the honest compassionate law of our creator 
and fully recognize the territorial rights of all creation.



Even the dog had a right to the crumbs under Christ's table, as was so aptly stated by the woman of Sy-ro-phe-
nic-i-a (a Greek) in Mark 7:26-28 when she said “Yes, Lord: yet the dogs under the table eat of the children's crumbs.” 
That's the dog's territory. Before we move away from the parasitic culture, let us note that as the jew population and 
influence in a country increased, the parasitic character of that country increased giving a clear indication that their 
Talmudic teachings and influence are what had caused the contamination to spread to those who were lustful and 
selfish in our people.

If all our people would make a determined effort to understand how their lives are ruled by Yah's natural laws of 
territorialism and reached the point of complete understanding, we could have absolute peace in our world. In the 
family – everyone has favorite chairs, special duties, favorite knives, forks, utensils, tools, and a particular way of 
living life. This is territorialism in our home. We, by nature, resent infringement in this territory, so this is where 
understanding of it is necessary. Diplomacy, they call it, but all it is is respecting another's territory. If we don't – we 
will have constant trouble in our family. We cannot ride roughshod over everyone else in our efforts to maintain what 
we think of as our territory. Family members must exercise compassion for each other and understand what the 
problems are before they destroy family unity.

Some keep saying that race does not enter into the picture, if so.. why did Yahshua send the apostles out only to 
the House of Israel? That is a race .. The Adamic Aryan White Race. Why are we told in his commandments 
continually, never to race mix, if keeping our race pure is not of primary importance? Why does He (Yahweh) 
continually tell us to occupy our nations until He comes back, if we are not to be nationalist, for that is what nationalist 
means. It is time our people begin asking some of these questions in the light of what our Bible tells us. Remember, 
man lives under the power of two worlds, both ruled by YAH. The spiritual world of no race, but the spirit of His 
creations .. and the mortal world of flesh bodies which is divided by genera (race, species, family, etc.) … this latter 
world is commanded to reproduce only by union of kind with kind. It is in this world where the works are preformed 
which qualify all of us for entrance or rejection to God's spiritual world when our numbered days in this body of flesh 
are completed.

World War I wasn't caused, as public school histories tell us, because an arch-duke was murdered in Austria. It 
was because of the coal and iron which France and Germany had in areas on each side of their borders, one had the 
coal, the other had the iron... two different territories. All each could think of was, “If I had both together, it would 
make me so powerful I could control Europe and possible the world.” So they found a reason and went to war over 
“territory”. All that happened was misery worldwide. 37,508,686 of the best Aryan Adamic blood were killed, Germany 
lost the War. France had both the iron and coal territories, but had lost the best of her manhood from which she has 
never recovered, and set the stage for another territorial conflict in W.W.II when Germany overran France and took it 
all back, with the loss to our race of even more lives than W.W.I --- then in the end, the loss of Germany's territory to 
France. After all this terrible loss of life and property over territory, they learned the lesson of cost of greed and settled 
the territorial problem so that each would have access to both coal and iron, so each could prosper. SO you see, just like 
in our own family … Territorialism will destroy everything – if we do not learn to use compassion and diplomacy in 
dealing with it. I could go on and show you that every war that was or will be, was or will be caused by one party 
attempting to take the territorial rights of another, or to regain territory previously lost.

Territorialism … this is purely observance of the first law of nature. That of self-preservation, the law put into 
effect by our God Yah. This is – the law that the strongest survives and the weakling perishes. This is selective 
breeding, it is not evolution, but simply selecting and breeding the very best of an already established creation. This law 
is what protects every species from self-destruction which eventually occurs if mongrelization and survival of the 
weakling is protected over a long period of time. I am not proposing anything. I am simply stating a proven Biological 
fact, we have a culture today which nearly 100% supports all the biological methods of self-destruction of humanity. 
Who can change this suicidal thinking short of Yahweh Himself, so we pray that He will intercede before the end. 
Hitler tried to show the world the problems we incur when we break God's commandments, and was cursed by man for 
doing so. Man would rather die under his theology of compassionate fool, than live under God's commandments for 
living. So be it, until He comes … unless we learn.

Instructions could not have been any clearer. If we had made the effort to understand and obey, we would not 
now be paying for this disobedience to our creator Yah. Let's get back on the track – the straight and narrow path, and 



forget these silly notions that man can make himself supreme. We must keep His arrangement of the world, or He will 
send others to destroy us. His arrangement is kind breeds kind and survival of the fittest. The mongrels and impaired 
were always left behind in the desert until modern humanism took control. Look around and see what their theology is 
giving us … DESTRUCTION AND RUIN. We were bound down to His law and Word forever, that was our territory. 
We have stepped outside our given territory and have let others rise above us and teach us the way of evildoing. They 
have tramped under-foot the instruction He gave to us with the order to “Occupy” (keep) until I come, to not allow the 
stranger to rise over you.

Now look at denominationalism ---each one claiming they are the only one, and fighting like fishwives over our 
territorial right to worship our God Yah, for He said, wherever there are two (one God + 1 man=2) or more gathered 
together, I am among you. Denominations, BAH! They were created by man for egoistic tyranny and the milking of the 
sheep for the support of evil church government. Just think of Roberts, Graham, Swaggart, Falwell, Bakker, etc. Think, 
and ask “What law do they teach? The law of Yah? Or the law of humanism (man)? Who said the law of God was dead 
with Christ? Not Christ. He said I have come to renew, enlighten and fulfill God's law – not to destroy it. All that is 
changed is the law of blood sacrifice that I have fulfilled, and thus that specific law is ended. No other is changed, not 
even a jot nor a tittle (punctuation marks). Prayer is proclaimed by Yah to be private, between ME and thee, so how did 
all those priests, evangelists, preachers, and other con men get into the act? It is individual … my faith is individual … 
as Yah said. I want to keep it that way – how about you? Our territory does not belong to any preacher or denomination, 
the whole territory of souls belongs to the Creator God. Those who fight over this are worse than dogs fighting over a 
bone. You will find through search that these so-called “godly” people are trying to steal one another's territory rather 
than encouraging strong individual worship, and are therefore “ungodly” territorialist themselves trying to increase 
their own (power) territory by concealing His truth and substituting their lies about how we are to worship Yah. Under 
God's law, man was a lesser king (head of his own family, with home as his castle). Under modern man's teaching, man 
is a wimp. What is wrong with these so-called enlightened generation spawned by man?

“Faith” is the key to strength in all endeavors. Think back from earliest times to the present. The most glorious 
times and the greatest advances were made in civilization during times of ultimate faith in our creator. Our people had 
the power of faith to carry out the demands of the creator without regard of what would happen to them on the 
battlefields of life, for they had complete faith in Yah's power to give them justice in everything they did... as long as 
they kept their part of the covenant – knowing God would keep His. That is “faith”. That is the Holy Spirit of 
righteousness which everyone of us must have so that we have no fear of failure. Each one of us must do our utmost to 
destroy the evil in ourselves and around us. Every act must be carefully planned, individually, and carried out entirely 
under Yah's law, and completely under our own responsibility. No two people must ever work as a unit unless each is 
absolutely certain of the faith of the other. There must be no one with the ability or weakness of character to betray his 
co-workers. We, the White Aryan Adamic people are God's chosen, so we must be worthy. Yah is our King, His law is 
for our instruction.

Every time some of our people renigged on their responsibility in the past, they have been struck down. Think 
what raised the Islamic people to great power in history. Absolute faith in the power of one creator.  As soon as they 
raised selfish personal ambitions above their Godly teachings, they became divided and went into decline. They now 
are in the same confused condition as our Christian people. Both the Christian and Islamic people took their foundation 
faith from the ancient Aryan faith, but allowed simple, stupid differences in theology to make bitter enemies of them 
and caused them to tear at each other's throats for centuries. Millions of our best have died uselessly in those wars in 
spite of His “LAW”, for peace among brothers. If we had kept the peace and the faith in YAHWEH, instead of allowing 
divisive elements to be introduced by the Edomites, (just as they are still doing today), with the multitude of petty 
religious denominations, we would all be living in peace in the Kingdom of God instead of this atheist, humanist, 
israeli controlled cesspool of world demon – ocracy we find ourselves in. We must live and act by the word of Yahweh. 
No other has the responsibility for our individual actions. The word and law tell us what to do and when to do it... so 
we must know every word. If the evil establishment is looking for a leader, to persecute, let them go to Yahweh.. He 
will straighten them out (in a row) maybe even with a shroud over each so will not have to look at them. We are all 
responsible to our creator.

HAIL YAHWEH/YAHSHUA! HAIL VICTORY!! 


